Over the past decade, a major policy and regulatory problem for governments in Australia and elsewhere has been the implementation of strategies to switch from analogue to digital television broadcasting systems. Despite extensive debate, the transition to digital broadcasting remains fraught. What seems to be a technical matter conceals a range of intractable social, economic and cultural policy decisions. This article explores some of the challenges of digital television through the prism of an earlier, and often overlooked, transformation of television, namely the consumer-driven uptake of what can be called the 'new television technologies' of the 1970s and 1980s. These earlier forms of new television help to highlight several arguments: that television was not a stable object prior to digital broadcasting; that the connections between television and broadcasting have been contingent and provisional; and that a remarkable degree of innovation, disruption and adaptation has occurred at the fringes of the broadcasting system, leading to the creation of new audiovisual economies on the boundaries of the household and the market. The article then considers some examples of the ways in which this 'household sector' is developing as a new policy problem.
A decade ago, the Commonwealth government made a series of decisions setting the stage for a switch to digital television. The new transmission technology was designed to replace the system of analogue broadcasting that had operated since the introduction of colour television in 1975. Enacted in 1998, the new laws for digital divided opinion across government and the media industries. One of the most difficult aspects of the policy was the way it sought to manage the extraordinary array of competing interests involved. The policy gave incumbent broadcasters a tightly regulated way into a new communications environment. For those who wished to provide other services, there was what proved to be the moot prospect of datacasting, and then the more distant expectation of access of spectrum once analogue services ended. For viewers, there was the anticipation of better sound and images, and more diverse kinds of television.
In the years since the legislation of 1998, government and broadcasters have devoted substantial public and private resources to the transition. There have been subsidies for regional broadcasters, additional funding for the ABC and SBS, and the free allocation of additional spectrum to allow current broadcasters to transmit analogue and digital signals simultaneously. Broadcasters have borne the extra transmission costs and the costs of new equipment. There has been a long series of regulatory reviews, dealing with a whole range of details left unresolved by the legislation, several parliamentary inquiries and a critical review by the Productivity Commission. Despite all the expense and effort, the digital transition remains clouded by contention and uncertainty. The technology is gaining ground, although progress towards switching off analogue has been slow. A recent report for the Australian Communications and Media Authority found that almost 42 per cent of Australian households could receive digital free-to-air broadcasting (Eureka, 2008) . Digital is growing as people purchase new receivers that include the capacity to receive the new transmissions. The ACMA consultants noted that this process was 'passive', and that attracting attention to the new broadcasting system was a 'communications challenge'. Although the ABC2 channel has been a success, in general the promised new services have been plagued by regulatory and technical difficulties. Delays in switching off analogue are expensive, but public funds have been spent on extending the network that was supposed to be disappearing. There is as yet no plan to get the job finished, which means that the political risks of turning off analogue TV remain.1 In the meantime, media policy has moved on, and Australia's broadcasting landscape has been transformed by sweeping changes in ownership. The main communications focus of government is the national broadband network.
The problem with digital television policy is not the lack of a sense of history. The past remains a rich symbolic resource in this area of media, providing the basis for a number of different images of TV's present and future. Within the domain of communications law and policy, an endemic understanding locates digital TV within a long history of additive regulation, embodied in the 1992 Broadcasting Services Act and its numerous amendments; conversely, a lineage of oppositional liberal argument inside and outside Australian government shapes critique of that regulatory structure. The broadcasting industry has its own Whiggish conception of incremental technical innovation and improvement, while what we could call folk political economy emphasises the continuing power of big media to exploit new technologies and manipulate policy outcomes. All these forms of historical understanding offer a longer-term context for the debates of the last decade. All of them are useful, up to a point. Digital TV was clearly not a new paradigm, but was conceived as a 'replacement technology', as Michael Starks (2007) emphasises, for an already complex system. The solutions to the problems holding back the current transition are therefore unlikely to depend on a new version of television history. Broadcasting is shifting to digital all over the world, and although every country has its own approach, studies of the international experience such as that conducted by Starks are beginning to suggest that a successful switch-off in Australia will depend on several things: television winning a place -for one reason or another -in the new government's communications policy agenda; careful planning and coordination to manage risk across industry and government; and the willingness of consumers and the main parties to fund the transition, which also means recognising the cost of delays in switching off analogue. For the broadcasters, those costs may include the lost opportunities to establish a new platform, as broadband distribution begins to catch up with the capacity of over-the-air broadcasting.
Other histories, however, may still illuminate some of the underlying problems raised by digital television. The switch to digital transmission is a complex policy and business challenge, but it is entirely about conceiving and planning a singular systemic change. The picture changes if we begin to consider television's digital transitions in the plural -as a number of somewhat haphazard and not necessarily closely related adaptations and innovations, appearing over several decades. Although a detailed exploration of the issues is beyond the scope of this essay, I want to suggest here the potential value of an alternative historical perspective on digital television along these lines by looking again at the ramifications for the present of the wave of new television technologies that began to appear in the 1960s, and flourished through the 1970s and early 1980s. The period is now remembered mainly for the last big change in transmission, with the introduction of colour, the creation of the last new national network, SBS and the development of the AUSSAT satellite system. Without questioning the importance of those higher-level technical and policy transformations, my focus here is on changes in the comparatively unregulated space of the household. A line of notable technical and cultural changes transformed the consumption of television content well before digital free-to-air transmissions commenced at the turn of the millennium. These earlier forms of new television help to highlight several key arguments: that television was not a stable object prior to digital broadcasting; that the connections between television and broadcasting have been contingent and provisional; and that a remarkable degree of innovation, disruption and adaptation has occurred at the fringes of the broadcasting system, leading to the creation of new audiovisual economies on the boundaries of the household and the market.
The old new TV of the 1970s
A sequence of innovations and adaptations of home television technology predate contemporary digital broadcasting. The 1950s image of the family television, the fixed centre of domestic entertainment in the living room, began to break down as early as the 1960s, when transistor-based TVs started becoming smaller, cheaper, lighter and portable. If the emergence of mobile television 40 years later is about disconnecting television from domestic space, it was in the 1960s and 1970s that television first became moveable and extendable at home, and began to define an expanded domestic audiovisual space (Tichi, 1992) . Viewers gained greater control over TV in other ways. The first programmable televisions appeared in the late 1960s. Infrared remote controls, the first inexpensive wireless control devices, appeared in the mid-1970s. These were not for broadcast television but to control early teletext systems. A number of other peripheral machines began to appear around the television set during the 1970s and 1980s, including games consoles, optical disc players such as Laserdisc and Selectadisc, programmable VCRs and early home computers. Many of these devices were not commercial successes, although -in contrast to the long wait for colour or other new broadcast services -they were rapidly marketed. Taken together, these new domestic technologies dramatically enlarged the possibilities of television, well before what we now think of as the era of digital communications.
Many of the new technologies of the 1970s were unplanned and uncoordinated. They were not part of any communications policy. They fell outside the sociocultural field of policy vision. New consumer devices such as videocassette recorders were seen as profoundly transformative but, although the content was brought within the classification system, video was not regarded or regulated as a component of public media. The main policy issues connected with video were those that arose again in relation to the internet: copyright and censorship. The first appeared at the outset, with television networks concerned about copying; the second emerged with colourful tales of 'video nasties'. The response of consumer electronics manufacturers to the copyright issue was to include a notice in the user's manual. In the case of Philips machines in 1979, this read:
IMPORTANT: The recording of television programmes is permissible only insofar as copyright and other rights of third parties are not thereby infringed.
As Choice magazine remarked, 'copyright legislation was presumably framed with the printing press in mind -the advent of inexpensive electronic copying devices has changed the situation completely ' (1979: 206) . In fact, many of the intended uses of a VCR were unlawful in Australia for the entire life of the technology; it was only in 2006 that section 111 of the Copyright Act was amended to allow viewers to record a broadcast to watch at a more convenient time. Even the new broadcast service of teletext was incremental, adaptive and only gradually standardised. Teletext invites comparison with the long-delayed datacasting services proposed for Australian digital in 1998. It was a digital extension of analogue broadcasting that exploited the potential for information transmission provided by the field-blanking interval (Chew, 1977) . Different implementations of the idea were developed by a number of broadcasters and government agencies across Europe, the United States and Canada. In the United Kingdom, the BBC, the Post Office and ITV all developed their own versions of teletext.
All the new devices made some use of the new solid-state electronics of the period. Taken together, they produced a hybrid digital-analogue television environment, approximating and anticipating some of what we now think of as the characteristics of television as a digital medium. At the expense of over-simplifying a complex history, for the purposes of the present argument I make a distinction between the new television environment of the 1970s and 1980s, referred to here as new TV1, and that of today's digital broadcasting, dubbed new TV2. With some exceptions, new TV1 was not oriented especially towards improving the quality of sounds or images. Instead, it mainly provided new forms of viewer control and new sources of information, such as text-based news, electronic games and movies on tape or disk. Videocassette recorders gave the television an expandable memory, an additional tuner and a clock-based timer, enabling viewers to record and preserve broadcast content, to watch and record different channels simultaneously. The remote controls that came with VCRs provided some basic additional operational controls, rapidly dubbed by the industry as zipping, zapping and surfing. These new capacities had a powerful recursive influence on the way film and television were made and programmed. But the essence of new TV1 was that it dramatically increased the amount of information accessible through a standard television receiver. Here it anticipated and perhaps pre-empted new TV2, a technology with precisely the same objective.
Another way of characterising these changes is to think of them as points of divergence between television and broadcasting. The domestic television receiver began as a device dedicated to one particular application: the reception and display of broadcast television. It was designed entirely for that purpose, like a word processor or a first-generation iPod. The words 'TV' and 'broadcasting' were used to describe the same thing (as they still are): the one was dissolved into the other.2 Internet service providers now provide 'TV' content, meaning programming in the familiar formats. But if the domestic television set once held broadcast content in a clear solution, what we see beginning in the 1970s is the precipitation of broadcasting out of that solution, leaving television as something different and unfamiliar, almost unnamed. It was not that broadcasting became unimportant to TV; it was simply separated from it. The relationship between the two became unstable and volatile.
It would be misleading to describe these changes as 'user driven' in any simple sense, although in this respect the differences between new TV1 and new TV2 are stark. New TV2 requires every television viewer to acquire new equipment of some kind in order to enable analogue switch-off. In new TV1, it was the viewer who chose to purchase the VCR or games console and all that came with those things, and it was the viewer who decided how to use those kinds of equipment. The viewer's ability to change television in this way was itself an outcome of the free-to-air television system. Like radio and the recorded music business, but unlike the telephone systems of the same period, viewers always owned a large part of the TV network: the devices on its edges. Viewers provided the capital for the equipment necessary to receive and display the content transmitted by broadcasting companies. The broadcasting system was therefore always substantially owned by its users, in much the same way as the internet is today.
There have been many attempts by broadcasters to establish alternative models with greater control: Australia's first radio broadcasters sought to capture markets through 'sealed sets', and subscription TV companies lease domestic decoders. Viewers' ownership did not mean viewers' control, but it did create a dynamic that would lead to change. What began to happen with television in the 1970s was not unlike the economising and adapting that home internet users have been doing recently: just as people are now finding ways to use the network access they first purchased for email and the web for telecommunications, music and movies, so TV viewers in the 1970s took advantage of cheap ways of extending the things they could do with the expensive cathode ray tube they had already bought, and the free content that came with it. These are the circumstances that produce innovations and adaptations: television receivers were never designed for VCRs or personal computers or games. And that meant also that some of the new TV1 technologies remained remarkably difficult to use -in some cases, to this day.
New TV1 in the present
An interesting history, but what is its relevance now? Clearly the new TV1 profusion has continued, in the forms of digital video recorders, DVDs, games consoles and networked TV appliances such as the Apple TV and the Slingbox. And the contemporary transition to digital broadcasting does stand in contrast to the consumer-driven new TV technologies that emerged three decades earlier: while the latter were largely unregulated, chaotic and highly competitive, the former has been an exercise in technocratic planning, bounded by political caution and apparently irreconcilable business rivalries. But this is not a story of success versus failure: many of the new TV1 technologies never really succeeded, and some of publicly planned and regulated transitions from that earlier period -especially the introduction of colour -were very successful. More interesting are the other differences: new TV1 is located in the household, and organised around private transactions; new TV2 has been framed from the beginning as a system meeting national commercial, social and cultural needs. Following Silverstone (2006) , we could describe new TV1 as centrifugal -oriented towards the private reconstitution of public culture -and new TV2 as centripetal -oriented towards the imagined community of nation or region. What, then, can we draw for the future from the appearance of new TV1? One possible conclusion from the 1970s and 1980s is that the two forms of new TV may well benefit from their coexistence. New TV1 did not mean the demise of broadcasting -devices such as remote controls and VCRs seem to have led to more television watching rather than less. Broadcasting has turned out to be robust and highly adaptable, more so than both its advocates and detractors have sometimes implied. Yet new TV1 did also have the effect of redefining broadcast programming as a 'source' of content among others -perhaps just one more source. Recent changes in television design are telling: while tuners and decoders continue to be integrated into television sets, the TV is at the same time becoming more a generalised display, equally suited to digital photography or games as to broadcast programs. The TV sets of the 1970s could accept only an antenna connection, and new peripheral devices had to pretend to be broadcasters to use the TV. Current TV sets have several kinds of possible audiovisual and data connections, supporting in some cases five or six different sources of content. But from the perspective of new TV2, this is not a bad thing: it means that people who buy a new wide-screen or high-definition display for any reason are also buying a receiver for digital broadcasting.
At a superficial level, the history suggests the need to switch the perspective of policy from broadcasting -a specific set of transmitted, licensed services -to television, understood as a set of cross-platform applications for audiovisual information and entertainment, occupying diverse locations in the regulatory landscape. In academic research, the study of the domestication of new technology is well established, particularly in the field of media sociology. In more policyrelated work, the Australian Communications and Media Authority's recent research projects on media and communications in Australian families, and media literacy, are indications of a shift in view (ACMA, 2007) . However, it is notable that much of this work is concerned with families, rather than the household as such. If we take the emergence of the domestic audiovisual economy seriously, two pragmatic and incremental policy reorientations immediately follow. The first is the need to pay more attention to the demand side of the system, to what viewers of television might want to do with it. Second, policy-making around television may need to involve a greater degree of attention to consumer interests, and also those of the consumer electronics industry, including manufacturers, distributors and retailers, alongside the voices of the broadcasters and new media companies. Starks' (2007) study of the UK experience of digital switchover underlines the importance of working with equipment manufacturers and retailers, if only to avoid the kind of debacle that engulfed European plans for analogue satellite broadcasting in the 1980s (2007: 24-27) . The consumer electronics industry naturally pursues its own -often divided -interests, and certainly cannot be naively identified with its consumers. However, Australia's digital policy may have benefited from that wider frame of reference during several critical periods of debate. At some points this did occur -for example, when manufacturers and distributors argued for the removal of the requirement for Dolby Digital sound in favour of the more widely licensed and less expensive MPEG standard (for a discussion of these arguments, see Productivity Commission, 1999). In general, however, a gap has often existed between the technology that is imagined in policy and industry documents, and that which is or will be actually available to the market in the critical period of transition. One example is the high-definition transmission quota that predated both affordable receivers and the content designed for them; another is the current gap in digital radio between broadcasters' promises and the reality of the equipment likely to be available at a reasonable price.
New TV1 occurs on the edges of the television system where, as I've suggested, several of its interesting features are particularly visible: its instability; its contingent connections with broadcasting; and its capacity for adaptation and reuse. The audiovisual economy of the household comprises the movement of broadcast and other screen-based information around domestic spaces, devices and people, and the transactions -economic and moral -involved in those patterns of exchange. Some of these transactions connect the non-market domestic audiovisual economy with the external market, and in the rest of this article I discuss two kinds of these transactions, which appear to raise particularly interesting problems and consequences. One is in the area of copyright and information policy; the other is in environment management. The first of these examples illustrates the complexity of the relations between the two forms of new TV; the second deals with them in aggregate, and looks at their relation to emerging forms of governmental regulation.
New TV2 versus new TV1: Content control and access to program Information
The first of my examples concerns the interaction between new TV1 and new TV2 -that is, the perpetually fraught relationship between the edges of the digital broadcasting system and its centre. New TV1 took advantage of the ubiquity of broadcasting, which was the consequence of both broadcasting policy and the free-to-air business model. It benefited from what, in Kimberlee Weatherall's (2007) succinct analysis, was the 'broadcast policy first, copyright second, if at all' model that shaped the free-to-air system (Weatherall, 2007: 244-49) .3 Weatherall's argument is that new international trade agreements and copyright treaties are now bringing copyright issues to the centre of policy development, potentially restricting the capacity of governments to make communications policy around social and cultural compromises as they have in the past. In the copyright domain, legal and policy developments appear to have been driven by an imperative to ensure extended protections for copyright owners, without analysis of the consequences for copyright users (Bowrey, 2007) .
Both pay and free-to-air broadcasters have taken some steps towards making their content more accessible to consumers. Access to electronic program guides is the single issue that has attracted the most attention in this context, with many writers arguing that an open EPG is an essential part of the information infrastructure of contemporary media. The current schedule is not easily accessible for viewers who wish to use their own digital video recorders or video recording software on a personal computer. In July 2007, the free-to-air networks announced that they would begin to make a consolidated EPG freely available, 'provided the equipment displaying the EPG complies with some base level requirements designed to protect copyright, protect the integrity of the program information and facilitate collection of ratings information' (FreeTV, 5 July 2007) . No currently available recorder appears to meet the networks' 'base level requirements': the broadcasters may seek to provide the equipment themselves as part of their 'Freeview' rebranding of digital broadcasting.
From the point of view of broadcasters, their business model depends on tracking audiences, and aggregating them across a reasonably brief period of time. Television programming continues to be enormously popular -whether broadcast, seen on DVD, or on the various broadband platforms; and TV shows continue to find new, smaller screens to supplement the big one in the media room. US producers are reportedly making decisions on financing television series based not only on broadcast ratings but also on the number of TiVo recordings and iTunes downloads (Franklin, 2007) . In Australia, the Seven Network's alliance with TiVo, and Foxtel's IQ recorder, will allow the same kinds of calculations to emerge. But Australian networks have somewhat less room to move than their counterparts in the United States. Most US broadcasters are elements within vertically integrated entertainment businesses, where they finance and control most of the content they show. In Australia, broadcasters of all kinds license a substantial portion of their material, exposing them to the risk of losing audiences on global broadband platforms. There is, then, a further incentive for Australian broadcasters to extend control over content from the public domain of communication to the private space of the household. But the same imperative lies behind other attempts at broadcasting copy control, such as the Broadcast Flag proposed in the United States.
Although the Federal Communications Commission ordered the implementation of the Broadcast Flag, an appeals court struck down the order, ruling that because the Flag was designed to regulate copying after the fact of broadcasting, it fell outside the FCC's powers (Jackson, 2006) .
The VCR was often said to free viewers from the schedule, but the debate over the EPG demonstrates that the liberty in question is not freedom from anything -it is the more prosaic ability to use the schedule to make personal consumption choices. Electronic schedules enable viewers to find and record broadcast programs more easily, using a dedicated recorder or software designed for that purpose. An entire series of programs may be selected for recording -a practice sometimes called 'series stacking'. Recording, of course, means the capacity to skip ads. So here the desire to detach television viewing from the network schedule makes the schedule more rather than less valuable -a possible revenue source even -for the networks. In the IceTV case, the Full Bench of the Federal Court has recently affirmed the exclusive rights of the television networks over the schedule, overturning an earlier decision that IceTV's independent construction of the guide was not an infringement. The High Court has granted special leave to hear an appeal from this decision. As it stands, the decision makes it hard to imagine how a program guide could be produced and distributed without a licence from the broadcasters. This in turn raises policy questions in the light of the network's monopoly over the schedule, and the possibility of a regulated system of compulsory licensing. Discussion among regulators and politicians has long been guarded. During a 2005 House of Representatives inquiry into the uptake of digital television in Australia, the Australian Broadcasting Authority official Mr Tanner responded to questions about the absence of an EPG in the following terms:
I do not like to see digital TV as being about this application or that application. I do not like to take the view that it is about coming up with an EPG style environment in which we somehow turn the free-to-air industry into something more like pay -with an almost proprietary or client relationship with the boxes in everybody's home and an enormous level of control and cooperation over metadata about all the programming going to those boxes. (Hansard, 1 June 2005) As this remark indicates, the EPG issue is about control over broadcast content: the problem raised by the new TV1 devices several decades earlier.
But it is also about visibility, in two directions. From the new TV2 perspective, that of broadcasters and ultimately rights owners, it is about the visibility of viewers, and the capacity to track their consumption over time. This is the deeper commercial connection -the 'almost proprietary' relationship, in Tanner's words -between broadcaster and viewer, which necessarily requires more control over the circulation of broadcast content within the household. The approach underlines the Seven Network's interest in TiVo, as well as Foxtel's introduction of the IQ combination decoder and recorder, based on the Sky Plus device developed for the UK market. While these are useful services, they embody compromises in terms of what they allow users to do. Other devices will offer viewers more control.
From a new TV1 perspective, the issue is the visibility of content for viewers, and then its accessibility. There are clearly potential consumer benefits in more accessible and usable EPGs. One reason for this is that the current program services supported by broadcasters could be much improved: to take just one example, they all offer very undeveloped search. But new TV1 demonstrates in a number of ways how important search may be for television: the video rental stores of the 1980s became larger because that made it easier for viewers to find what they were looking for; the Teletext systems of the 1970s and 1980s were modelled on newspapers and magazines, and were carefully structured around more or less logical directories of topics and themes. The most popular pages were the quickest to access. Search is now something internet-based services such as YouTube and iTunes do reasonably well; Australian broadcasters are already beginning to take advantage of the opportunities offered by these alternative systems.
New TV2 plus new TV1: Environmental management of the audiovisual household
The problem of content control is about the relations between the two forms of new television, and the difficulties these create for both broadcasters and viewers. We are dealing here in a border zone between proven market structures and increasingly capable non-market forms of exchange. But there are also problems created by de facto coexistence of the two forms of new TV. One of these is the energy consumed by the mainly privately managed household audiovisual economy. Digital broadcasting technologies should eventually reduce the power requirements of broadcasting, when analogue services end; however, consumers' consumption is likely to increase, with the need for always-on receivers. (The energy expended in manufacturing and disposing of modern television displays is also a major issue, but falls outside the scope of this discussion.) Given remarks that climate change may render power consumption an 'X factor' with the potential to transform the policy debate (in Kenyon, 2006: 305) , Starks describes work on the environmental impact assessment of digital broadcasting in the United Kingdom. The UK regulator Ofcom considered the overall effects 'small but … still noteworthy' (Starks, 2007: 150) .
While this was probably correct, changes in the broader television market have had a much more dramatic and rapid effect on energy consumption: the remarkable popularity of large flat-panel televisions, the diffusion and multiplication of televisions through the household, and the profusion also of new audiovisual devices around the television. The larger screens are associated in particular with the growing (although no means new) domestic phenomenon of the home theatre or media room. When a new big screen is bought for a media room, it seems likely that the appliances it replaces are retained. It is often claimed that Australians are watching less broadcast television, but it seems very likely that at the same time they are acquiring more television displays (DCE, 2007: 23) . Estimates of the number of televisions in Australia suggest that it is approaching 19 million, a figure not much less than the human population of 21 million.
The energy consumption of large screens is high compared with that of older, smaller CRT displays. Televisions are now available with screen sizes larger than 250 centimetres. Consultants Digital CEnergy note that these devices consume power not in the 100 watt region, but in the kilowatt region (DCE, 2007: 60) . Televisions are now the second highest energy-consuming domestic appliance, behind refrigerators. As a component of household energy consumption, television is now fourth behind water heaters, space heaters and refrigerators (DCE, 2007: 60) . Although more efficient display technologies are emerging and may succeed, market projections suggest that power use is going to continue to increase rapidly, as more people buy larger flat-panel screens. However, until now at least, TVs have received much less attention from environmental regulators than other household appliances. Australia's system of mandatory energy labelling commenced in 1986, covering freezers, refrigerators, clothes washers, dryers and air conditioners. At that point, there was about one cathode ray tube television per household, with a 51centimetre screen or less. Now there are around 2.4 TVs per household, more than half of them are flat-panel displays, and 75 per cent of them are larger than 68 centimetres (DCE, 2007: 59) . In the light of this new TV environment, mandatory labelling for TVs is likely to be belatedly introduced in 2009. Also significant is the shift from periodic power consumption to constant consumption. The multiplying devices of new TV1 brought with them the remote control, and remote controls need appliances to be in a standby mode. Programmable devices such as VCR and computers also need to be left on in order to function, but the remote in particular has made standby necessary. Digital broadcasting systems also require receivers to be on for the purposes of updating program information and system software, and -not currently in Australia, but potentially -for downloading interactive program data for later use. For all these reasons, few current television receivers or other home entertainment components are now fitted with an off switch. There may be a durability benefit from standby, because it can reduce temperature variations caused by switching power supplies on and off. But power consumption during standby has been recognised as a serious issue for some time. It is beginning to be addressed internationally through programs such as the US Energy Star system, and standby consumption may substantially be reduced through more sophisticated power management. But Australian analysis suggests that proposed Energy Star standards would not be met by many popular devices currently on the market with, for example, all but one plasma television display excluded (DCE, 2007: 49) .
From the perspective of the household audiovisual economy, a range of further problems arise from the apparently simple question of how much power consumption is associated with television. A basic part of the model must be an understanding of how long Australian television sets are turned on, rather than in standby mode. The Australian Communications and Media Authority uses broadcasting industry data from OzTAM and the national subscription television panel to work out how much time Australian spend watching television: on average, 211 minutes a day for pay TV households and 172 minutes for those receiving only free-to-air TV (ACMA, 2007: 196) . But this is not a measure of the time TVs are on because it does not include time spent using these screens in other ways -for example, playing games, watching movies or displaying photographs.
Surveys often ask people how much time they spend 'watching television'; they rarely ask how long televisions are on. It is then easy to mix up 'viewing times' with 'on times'. Further, despite the valuable work carried out by ACMA on children's media consumption (2007), we know little about those additional sets -what people are doing with them and how long they are on for. And then there are the devices attached to TVs: DVD players, decoders, recorders, games consoles, and many others.
Conclusion
The challenges of energy management and access to program information suggest the importance of 'bringing back home' the study of digital television. The history sketched here illustrates the divergence of broadcasting and television, emphasising the role of a series of new technologies that emerged in the 1970s: the cluster of otherwise unrelated innovations I've called new TV1. I've suggested that the appearance of the older forms of new TV foreshadowed and to some extent preempted digital terrestrial television broadcasting several decades later. It is then also useful to see digital broadcasting less as a systemic policy problem, and more as an element within a multifarious and unevenly developed economy of digital television.
This does not solve the problems of the transition, but it puts them in a new light. It follows that it is not surprising, and no bad thing, that the takeup of digital broadcasting is being fostered by the success of non-broadcast television content and applications. We may be tempted to celebrate the success of television consumers in reshaping their medium, in contrast to the blunderings of politicians, broadcasters and bureaucrats. But even if that model adequately described the history, there are nevertheless emerging issues where an increased role for government appears necessary. In other words, the combination and interaction of the two strands of new television are creating a new policy object, one that does not easily fit within the traditional frame of media policy. We need to consider whether and how we address the private domain of household media systems in terms of the public interests and objectives that have informed communications policy in the past. Working out how new TV2 can connect with and use new TV1 is a vital issue. At present it is occurring in the courts rather than the policy arena. Understanding and regulating the household space of television is a new challenge for governments, citizens and consumers, and for researchers.
Notes
1 The most useful scholarly accounts of the digital television debate in Australia can be found in Kenyon (2006) and Given (2003) . For a recent, informative discussion of international debates, focusing on the United Kingdom, see Starks (2007) . In this synoptic article, I have for the sake of brevity not provided comprehensive references for policy decisions or documents where these are easily accessible.
2 Commonwealth legislation was one context where a distinction appears to have persisted between broadcasting (referring to radio) and television: the predecessor to the Broadcasting Services Act 1992 was the Broadcasting and Television Act 1942. Even so, the word 'television' seems to have been understood implicitly as denoting a broadcasting technology: under section 5 of the 1985 amendments to that Act, the word 'televise' was defined as 'to operate a radiocommunications transmitter for the purpose of the transmission to the general public of television programs'.
3 Given (2002) argues that legislative changes since the commencement of broadcasting have consistently favoured the interests of underlying rights-holders over those of broadcasters.
